WEB L114
CHEMICAL SPILL CLEANUP:

- Hands-on training with simulated chemical spill. Discussion of the types of chemical spills and the procedures for cleaning them. Information and demonstrations on using chemical spill kit components, and how to dispose of the resulting chemical materials. And, information on when to attempt to clean a chemical spill yourself and when to evacuate the area and call EHS for help. For all lab employees and students working with chemicals.

FIRE SAFETY:

- Discussions on fire safety in the laboratory. When to attempt to extinguish the fire yourself and when to call for help. Hands-on fire extinguisher training. Valuable information for everyone.

BIOSAFETY – BSL-1, BSL-2, and BIOLOGICAL SPILL CLEANUP:

- BSL-1 and BSL-2 safety discussions on working with biohazardous materials in BSL facilities.
- Discussions on how to clean up a spill in open space, in a biosafety cabinet, in a centrifuge, etc. Biohazard spill cleanup includes hands-on practice with simulated biomaterial spills, and how to properly dispose of the resulting materials. For all lab employees and students working with biological materials.

WEB L126
SAM SYSTEM:

- Walk-in help with the EHS Safety Administrative Management (SAM) System. Learn the different functions of SAM. Bring your laptop and log in, or just stop in, and ask your questions about inspections, chemical inventories, instrument registration, permits, registering your labs and your workers, documentation requirements, and all other functions in SAM. For both novice and experienced users of SAM.

NEW PIs – SETTING UP YOUR LABS:

- Come and discuss effective ways to set up your labs for maximizing safety. Receive the recently issued New PI Guide and discuss ways to maximize your lab space and equipment for safe operation. Did you know that 25% of recordable injuries in the last 12 months occurred in the labs of PIs with 0-12 months on campus? Learn ways you can help make sure your lab doesn’t become the next statistic. For all PIs – new and more experienced.

RADIATION SAFETY – REGISTERING LASERS AND NON-IONIZING RADIATION (NIR) EQUIPMENT:

- Answering all your questions with radiation safety. And, discussions on what laboratory equipment requires registration in the University system. Assistance with registering your specific equipment. For all employees and students of labs with lasers and/or NIR equipment (examples: lasers, UV lamps, transilluminators, radioactive sources, etc.).
WEB 1850

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND DE-ESCALATION:

- **Emergency Preparedness**: An overview of emergency and preparedness programs on campus such as campus alert, emergency response teams, preparedness kits, and the student 16/12 program. Valuable information for all employee classifications.
- **De-escalation**: General training on conflict de-escalation techniques and building confidence on when to de-escalate and when to call additional resources. Good information for all employees that interface with the public in their duties.

STOP THE BLEED:

- Representatives from the Trauma Outreach & Injury Prevention department in Upper Campus will discuss procedures for stopping severe bleeding in an accident or emergency event. They will demonstrate the use of the “Stop the Bleed” kits stationed in buildings through the University. For all employees.

ACTIVE AGGRESSOR:

- Emergency Management Specialist and University of Utah Police show the “Run, Hide, Fight” active aggressor videos. Discussions on how Run, Hide, Fight is used in an active aggressor scenario. Extensive Question and Answer session to discuss your specific situations. Valuable information for all employee classifications.